
In this picture: 2075 floor case (with optional lighted cornice) with carmel oak finish, satin natural framing with plaque fabric backing. 

RELIANT FLOOR CASES
Reliant Series combines the strength and durability of aluminum with the engaging look of 
wood. Anodized aluminum framing secures the sliding glass doors and incorporates a built-
in lock. The accent wood, which comes in oak veneer or wood-grained vinyl, completes the 
design for a clean, uncluttered appearance. Reliant Series display cases may be used with 
a separate cornice lighting fixture for an enhanced presentation. Ideal for either traditional 
or contemporary settings, the Reliant Series is a value-packed choice for the protected 
display of your treasured memorabilia.
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Optional Matching Cornice
Fluorescent lights offer a sleek, low profile 

design that illuminates your case.

Handcrafted to Perfection
Each component is carefully inspected and handcrafted to 

ensure a perfect display solution. 

2076 DIMENSIONS
Width:  72”
Height:  72” (including 12”H base)
Depth:  16”
Shipping: 415 LBS

2074 DIMENSIONS
Width:  48”
Height:  72” (including 12”H base)
Depth:  16”
Shipping: 279 LBS

2075 DIMENSIONS
Width:  60”
Height:  72” (including 12”H base)
Depth:  16”
Shipping: 370 LBS

2281 DIMENSIONS
Width:  36”
Height:  40” (including 10”H base)
Depth:  14”
Shipping: 101-118 LBS

• Wood grain vinyl or oak veneer base designed to help match many interior spaces

• Sliding tempered glass doors for convenient access

• Hassle free - Reliant comes with built-in locks and levelers to ensure achievements  
 can be displayed from day one

• Optional cornice/lighting fixture for added case versatility

• Fluorescent lighting optional

2074 - 4’ floor case
(pictured in carmel oak base, 
dark bronze frame & mirror backing)

aluminum framed case with 
4 half-length adjustable shelves  

72”H x 48”W x 16”D

2075 - 5’ floor case
(pictured in light oak base, 
satin natural frame & white backing 
shown with optional 2172-5 cornice)

aluminum framed case with 
4 half-length adjustable shelves  

80”H x 60”W x 16”D

2076 - 6’ floor case
(pictured in carmel oak base, 
satin natural frame & white backing)

auminum framed case with 
4 half-length adjustable shelves. 

72”H x 72”W x 16”D

2281 - 3’ floor case
(pictured in walnut base, 
satin natural frame & plaque fabric backing)

aluminum framed case with 
1 full-length adjustable shelf  

40”H x 36”W x 14”D

veneer options

autumn oak carmel oak walnut light oak

vinyl options

dark bronze satin natural

aluminum frame options

champagneplaque fabric mirror

back panel options

white laminate
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